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AlpsTM 18/0
Alps is named after the famous Alpine Mountain range for its ruggedness and beauty. The modern 

shaped hammered mirror finish attracts light like a diamond.  Its heavy forged handles command 

attention on your tabletop. Finger prints disappear on the handles. It is magnetic stainless and can 

be saved with retrievers.
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MastabaTM 18/10
The banded handles remind you of designer jewelry and draws your attention immediately 

for a powerful, dramatic tabletop experience. A “wow” pattern. The 10% nickel will make 

it sparkle forever.
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BaypointTM 18/0
Baypoint is a Scandinavian design in thick forged handles. It is hefty, sleek and simple creating 

an upscale presentation dominating the tabletop. It is forged from magnetic stainless to protect 

your investment with retrievers.
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AuditionTM 18/10
This traditional European modern design features elegant and unique shapes to the bowls and tines 

to draw attention to your tabletop. It is produced in mirror finish with a 10% nickel content to insure 

it shines forever even in the lowest light table settings.
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CohassetTM 18/0
This hammered finish design takes over decorating the tabletop and hides finger prints. 

It is affordable and the magnetic stainless allows you to use retrievers to save it so you can

protect your Cohasset investment.
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VOGUETM

Walco Fieldstone is an application that gives flatware 
patterns and select holloware items a unique 
burnished finish. Once applied, the result is a satin 
antique farm or industrial chic, rustic or casual
appearance. 

Change any of our upscale 18/10 flatware 
patterns or beverage servers with this 
process. It is performed at our Utica 
Cutlery Company factory in Utica, New 
York, at the base of the Adirondack Mountains. 

Large vibrating machines are loaded with hundreds 
of marble size industrial stones and pressurized water. 
When the flatware or holloware is removed, we have 
the Fieldstone finish. Flatware patterns and select 
holloware in 18/10 only are candidates for this process. 

ORIGINAL FINISH ON LEFT 
AND FIELDSTONE ON RIGHT
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FIELDSTONETM

SemiTM 18/10   

This clean modern 

European geometric 

pattern has a completely 

new look that will 

enhance your guests

dining experience.

FIELDSTONETM

StarTM 18/10   
A simple European 

concept, with a modern 

influence is transformed 

into its own unique 

burnished form.

FIELDSTONETM

LancerTM 18/10   
A traditional French 

style with a rustic 

finish that reflects 

its ancient heritage.
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FIELDSTONETM

SemiTM 18/10   

This clean modern 

European geometric 

pattern has a completely 

new look that will 

enhance your guests

dining experience.

FIELDSTONETM

StarTM 18/10   
A simple European 

concept, with a modern 

influence is transformed 

into its own unique 

burnished form.

FIELDSTONETM

LancerTM 18/10   
A traditional French 

style with a rustic 

finish that reflects 

its ancient heritage.

FIELDSTONETM

VogueTM 18/10   
Forged handles are 

heavy, and weight 

translates to quality! 

A seductively elegant 

look for industrial chic!
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FIELDSTONETM

ErikTM 18/10
Traditional “Danish Modern” 

design features unique bowls

and tines, when combined 

with our Fieldstone finish 

creates an old world 

Scandinavian appearance

FIELDSTONETM

Classic BaroqueTM 18/10
Reminiscent of Renaissance 

opulence, the sterling 

flatware trend that once 

dominated the finest houses 

in Europe is now available 

to create your own 

stunning table presentation.
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FIELDSTONETM

Classic BaroqueTM 18/10
Reminiscent of Renaissance 

opulence, the sterling 

flatware trend that once 

dominated the finest houses 

in Europe is now available 

to create your own 

stunning table presentation.

3WB150 D-7” 1.5L / 1.5 Qt

3WB275 D-8.75”  2.75L / 3 Qt

3WB425 D-10” 4.25L / 4.5 Qt

3WB750 D-12”7.5L / 8 Qt

DEEP FREEZE TM

COLLECTION
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Walco Deep FreezeTM Serving Bowls
Walco can help you maintain excellent food quality standards with our new Deep Freeze Serving Bowls!

 • Two separate internal walled chambers significantly reduces food temperature increases.

 • When bowl is placed in a 0° freezer for 4+ hours, the internal chamber filled 
  with a patented gel will freeze to help further maintain cooler temperatures.

 • Chilling food to 34° before placing in Deep Freeze bowl and stirring every 20 minutes 
  should keep temperatures under 41° for 3.5 hours. Using our tight sealing lid 
  could extend chill time even further.

 • Outer wall separated from inner walls reduces sweating.

 • Our Deep Freeze Serving Bowl is dishwasher safe!

Care & Handling

Remember, these serving bowls are for chilling only and should 
not be heated. Use of harsh chemicals such as ammonia, 

bleach or stainless steel polish is not recommended. 



CrateTM

chafers

CR8B Crate 8 Qt. Rectangular Chafer Kit with Black Trim

CR8BFP Food Pan for CR8B

CR8BWP Water Pan for CR8B

CR8BLH Crate Chafer Lid Holder - set of 2

CR8SG Crate 8 Qt. Stainless Steel Grill for CR8B

CRBS Crate Chafer Burner Stand

CR8AG  Aluminum Griddle for CR8B

CR4B Crate 4 Qt. Rectangular Chafer Kit with Black Trim

CR4BFP Food Pan for CR4B

CR4BWP Water Pan for CR8B

CR8BLH Crate Chafer Lid Holder - set of 2

CR4SG Crate Stainless Steel Grill for CR4B

CRBS Crate Chafer Burner Stand

CR4AG Aluminum Griddle for CR4B
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CR8B

CR4B



CRT4B Tower 4” w/ Black Trim   

 with Grill & Burner Stand 

CRT8B Tower 8” w/ Black Trim  

 with Grill & Burner Stand 

CRT12B Tower 12” w/ Black Trim   

 with Grill & Burner Stand 

CRTSG Tower Stainless Steel Grill Plate 

CRTAG Aluminum Griddle for 

 CRT4B, CRT8B, CRT12B

CRTBS Tower Burner Stand

CRT830 Clear Acrylic Shelf 8.625” x 30” x 0.375”
CRT824 Clear Acrylic Shelf 8.625” x 24” x 0.375
CRT818 Clear Acrylic Shelf 8.625” x 18” x 0.375

towersWe Have Added New Pieces to CrateTM!!

Rounding out our collection of towers and 

other tabletop pieces, we have added chafers 

in two sizes, 8 quart and 4 quart rectangular. 

These attractive chafers feature a lift off lid, 

black accents, and the unique Crate look. 

Transform your chafer into a grill with our

stainless steel grill option, or a cooktop with 

our griddle option (both sold separately).

Build a hot buffet with our Crate warming towers, 

chafers and accessories pieces. 

Food can be presented on the grill tops

or in fancy casserole dishes or pans. Crate

towers are heated with canned fuel. 

Crate chafers can be heated using 

canned fuel, our standard electric heating unit

or our revolutionary induction heating system.

Crate is dishwasher safe for easy cleaning, 

and durable for repeated use.
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CRA2BB

CRT8B

CRA6CC

O-U302

CRA9BB

CRT12B
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CRA6CC Condiment Caddy  with 6 divider insert 

CRA6CCD 6 Divider Insert for CRA6CC

CRA9BB Bread Basket 9” x 6.5” 

CRA20BB Bread Basket 20” x 12”

CRA4FW Flatware Holder w/4 divider insert

CRA4FWD 4 divider insert for CRA4FW

CRA14BB Bread Basket 14” x 8”

CRA2BB Bread & Baguette Set

CRA2BH Baguette Basket for CRA2BB 

accessories
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VMR18 Round 18”

VMR20 Round 20”

VMR22 Round 22”

VMT2014 Rectangular 20.5” x 14.5”

VMT1812 Rectangular 18” x 12”

VMT18 Square 18” x 18”

VMT20 Square  20” x 20”

VMT22 Square  22” x 22”

VTSM11 Ironstone Bar Tray with Silicone Mat 11”

VTSM14 Ironstone Bar Tray with Silicone Mat 14”

Walco has once again expanded our already extensive line of Ironstone products. 

These new trays are offered in a variety of sizes and shapes.

IronStone TMCollection 
     18/10 TRAYS

accessories
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Give your buffet presentation a unique new look 

with our Walco Idol Towers. Made with 

high quality 18/10 stainless steel, these 

beautiful towers come with an adapter plate 

to use with our exquisite Idol 8-quart 

rectangular chafer. Our new chafer system 

can be heated using traditional fuel cups, 

electric or our revolutionary induction heaters.

Walco Idol TM

  C O L L E C T I O N

WI9FCA WI 8qt Fuel Cup Tray Adapter

WT11S Square Display Tower 11.5” H

WI9TAP WI 8 Qt. Chafer Adapter Plate

NEW!
CHAFER TOWERS


